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Abstract
We prove new upper and lower bounds for sample
complexity of finding an -optimal policy of an
infinite-horizon average-reward Markov decision
process (MDP) given access to a generative model.
When the mixing time of the probability transition matrix of all policies is at most tmix , we provide an algorithm that solves the problem using
e mix −3 ) (oblivious) samples per state-action
O(t
pair. Further, we provide a lower bound showing
that a linear dependence on tmix is necessary in
the worst case for any algorithm which computes
oblivious samples. We obtain our results by establishing connections between infinite-horizon
average-reward MDPs and discounted MDPs of
possible further utility.

1. Introduction
In this paper we consider the fundamental problem of computing an approximately optimal policy in a Markov decision process (MDP) given by a generative model. We
consider a standard MDP model with a known set of states
and actions. If an agent chooses an action at a given state,
a known reward is immediately given to the agent and the
agent probabilistically transitions to a new state by an (unknown) fixed distribution (as a function of the state-action
pair). Given access to a generative model (Kakade et al.,
2003), i.e. an oracle which when queried by a state-action
pair returns an independent sample from the distribution
over next states, our goal is to find a policy, i.e. a choice of
action per state, that approximately maximizes a measure
of (cumulative) reward over time, e.g. discounted reward,
average reward, etc.
Solving MDPs with a generative model is a fundamental
problem in learning theory and a classic model for decision
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making under uncertainty and reinforcement learning (Puterman, 2014; Sutton & Barto, 2018). It is a prominent theoretical test-bed for learning algorithms and has been studied extensively over past 20 years (Kakade et al., 2003). Multiple
algorithms have been proposed for the problem (Puterman,
2014) and there has been extensive research on improving
the sample complexity for finding an approximately optimal
policy (Wang, 2017a; Sidford et al., 2018a; Wainwright,
2019; Agarwal et al., 2020).
In certain settings, the sample complexity of the problem is
settled. For example, consider discounted MDPs (DMDPs)
where the goal is to minimize the γ-discounted reward, i.e.
the sum of the rewards where the reward at step t ≥ 0 is
discounted by γ t ∈ [0, 1). For a DMDP with Atot total
e tot /(1 − γ)3 2 ) 1
state-action pairs, it is known that Ω(A
samples are necessary to find an -optimal policy (Azar
et al., 2013; Feng et al., 2019) and there are algorithms
e tot /(1 −
which solve the problem with near-optimal O(A
3 2
γ)  ) samples (Sidford et al., 2018a; Agarwal et al., 2020;
Li et al., 2020) for certain ranges of . Similarly, in the
case of finite-horizon MDPs, again optimal sample and
query complexities are known (Sidford et al., 2018a) for
sufficiently small .
Another popular class of MDPs are infinite-horizon averagereward MDPs (AMDPs) (Mahadevan, 1996). Here the reward function (also known as the gain for AMDPs) is the
infinite-horizon average reward and it is assumed that for
any given policy the transition matrix it induces has a mixing time bounded by tmix > 0. AMDPs arise naturally
in controlling computer systems and communication networks, where a controller makes frequent decisions, and for
inventory systems with frequent restocking decisions (Puterman, 2014). However, despite advancements in the theory of DMDPs and multiple proposed algorithms (Wang,
2017b; Jin & Sidford, 2020), the optimal sample complexity
of AMDPs has resisted similar characterization.The best
1

Many results in literature instead consider MDPs where at
each state there are a fixed A actions and use |S|A to denote
the total number of state-action pair in their result. These results
typically generalize to non-uniform action set among states, and
thus we replace this total number of state-action pair with Atot
throughout.
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e tot t2 /2 ) (Jin & Sidknown sample complexity is O(A
mix
ford, 2020) and there is no known lower-bound.
In comparison to existing near-optimal DMDP methods for
generative models (Kakade et al., 2003), recent methods
for provably solving AMDPs suffer from two additional
limitations. First, they work with randomized policies, i.e.
ones which choose a distribution over actions in every state.
Correspondingly, these methods require stronger condition
of mixing bound on all randomized policies.Second, they
use dynamic samples from the model, as opposed to the case
for DMDPs where the sampling process can be completely
oblivious, i.e. a fixed number of samples can be generated
per state-action pair.
In this paper we make progress on these problems. First
we provide a new method that finds an -optimal detere tot tmix /3 ) oblivious
ministic stationary policy using O(A
samples, thereby overcoming these limitations of previous
methods. Further, we provide a lower bound showing that
Ω(Atot tmix /2 ) oblivious samples are necessary. Consequently, we resolves the question of optimal dependence on
tmix for oblivious sampling methods. We achieve these results by establishing a connection between infinite-horizon
average-reward MDPs and discounted MDPs which may be
of utility for further research in this area.
1.1. Problem Setup
We define a Markov decision process (MDP) as a tuple
M := (S, A, P, r) with the following interpretations:
• state space S - a finite discrete set of states with size
|S| that the process transits on. In particular, s ∈ S
denotes a single state.
• total action space A - the union of all actions that an
agent can take at any state s ∈ S, i.e. A = ∪s∈S As ,
where As is the action space at state s (and the As are
disjoint). We denote
P the total number of state-action
pairs as Atot = s∈S |As |.
• transition probability matrix P ∈ RA×S - When choosing action as ∈ As at state s ∈ S the next state is chosen from the distribution ps,as = P((s, as ), ·) ∈ ∆S .
We assume that P is unknown but can be queried by
a generative model which when queried at any state
action pair (s, as ) outputs an independent sample from
the distribution ps,as .

Given MDP M at any state s ∈ S an agent can take action
as ∈ As after which it receives instant reward rs,as and
transits to some other state s0 with probability ps,as (s0 ). A
(deterministic stationary) policy of an MDP is a mapping
π : S → A, i.e. it maps each state s ∈ S to a fixed action
π(s) ∈ As . A randomized stationary policy of an MDP
is a mapping π : S → ∆A , i.e. it maps a state s ∈ S
to a fixed distribution over actions π(s) ∈ ∆As . Under
a given fixed policy π and initial distribution over states
q ∈ ∆S , the MDP generates a sample path {(s1 , a1 ) ∈
(S × A), (s2 , a2 ) ∈ (S × A), · · · } where ai is chosen from
π(si ) and si+1 is chosen from each psi ,ai . Following its
sample path, it receives the (cumulative) reward Vqπ defined
as


X
π
Vq,γ
=Eπ 
γ t−1 rst ,at |s1 ∼ q ,
γ-DMDPs;
t≥1

Vqπ



1 π X
rst ,at |s1 ∼ q ,
= lim E
t→∞ T

AMDPs,

t≥1

(1)
given q as the initial distribution over states. We consider
discount factor γ < 1 for DMDPs, and an average reward
for AMDPs. For brevity, under a policy π we use Pπ ∈
RS×S to denote the transition matrix
of the underlying
P
Markov chain where Pπ (s, s0 ) = as ∈As πs (as )ps,as (s0 ),
π
S
π
and
P r ∈ [0, 1] is the reward πvector where r (s) =
as ∈As πs (as )rs,as . We define ν to denote the stationary
distribution of a transition matrix Pπ under policy π, i.e.
(ν π )> Pπ = ν π .
Our goal in solving an MDP is to find an optimal policy π ? ,
that maximizes the cumulative reward. We say (stationary)
?
policy π is -optimal, if Vqπ ≥ Vqπ − , for any initial
distribution q ∈ ∆S . In this paper our main goal is to
characterize the number of samples that need to be collected
for each state-action pair (in the worst case) to find an optimal policy for AMDPs. We further restrict our attention
to mixing AMDPs, which we define as those satisfying the
following assumption.
Assumption A. An AMDP instance is mixing if for any
policy π, there exists a stationary distribution ν π so that
for any initial distribution q ∈ ∆S , the induced Markov
chain has mixing time bounded by tmix < ∞ , where tmix
is defined as



π> t
π
1
:=
tmix
max arg min max k(P ) q − ν k1 ≤ 2
.
π

t≥1

q∈∆S

A

• reward vector r ∈ [0, 1] - the reward at any state
s when playing action as is denoted as rs,as . As is
common practice we assume the reward doesn’t depend
on the state it transits to (Sidford et al., 2018a), and is
bounded in [0, 1] (by uniform rescaling).

This is a natural and widely used regularity assumption (Wang, 2017b; Jin & Sidford, 2020) for AMDPs to
ensure the existence of cumulative reward of AMDPs in (1).
Under Assumption A one can show that V π = hν π , rπ i,
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where ν π is the stationary distribution over states S under
the given policy π. Thus, V π exists independent of q for
arbitrary policy π, allowing us to omit the subscript q for
brevity. We remark that the assumption we use is weaker
than the ones in Wang (2017b); Jin & Sidford (2020), as
we only assume mixing bounds for deterministic stationary
policies, not the randomized ones.
1.2. Results
The main result of the paper is the following upper and
lower bounds for finding an -optimal policy for mixing
AMDPs assuming a generative model access.
Theorem 1. There exists an algorithm that, given a mixing AMDP with Atot state-action pairs and mixing time
bounded by tmix and accuracy parameter  ∈ (0, 1), finds
an -optimal deterministic policy with probability 1 − δ with
O(Atot log(Atot /δ)tmix /3 ) oblivious samples.
The prior state-of-the-art sample complexity for this probe tot t2 /2 ) due to the primal-dual method (Jin
lem is O(A
mix
& Sidford, 2020). Our method compares favorably in the
following settings:
• tmix  ω(1/): In certain large-scale settings, tmix
may be large and increase with dimension and whereas
 ∈ (0, 1) need not. In such settings, the improved
dependence on tmix achieved by our method, at the
expense of larger dependence on 1/, may be desirable.
• one only has access to oblivious samples: Our method
is the first one that uses oblivious instead of dynamic
samples, which can be easier to access and cheaper to
collect. Note this also implies our method has O(1)
depth and is desirable for parallel computing, improving the prior parallel method for this model in Tiapkin
et al. (2021).
• one only has mixing condition on deterministic stationary policies: Our mixing condition is weaker than
the standard mixing condition considered in prior
work (Wang, 2017b; Jin & Sidford, 2020), which requires a tmix < ∞ mixing time bound for all randomized stationary policies.
We show that our upper bound on sample complexity for
mixing AMDPs is tight up to logarithmic and poly- factors,
by proving the lower bound on oblivious samples formally
as follows.
Theorem 2. There are constants 0 , δ0 ∈ (0, 1/2) such
that for all  ∈ (0, 0 ) and any algorithm K, which on input
mixing AMDP (S, A, P, r) given by a generative model out?
puts a policy π satisfying V π ≥ V π −  with probability at
least 1 − δ0 , K makes at least Ω(Atot tmix /2 ) deterministic
oblivious queries to the generative model on some instance
with Atot total states and mixing time at most tmix .

1.3. Approach
Both our algorithm design and lower bound construction
leverage ideas from research on the complexity of solving DMDPs (Azar et al., 2013; Sidford et al., 2018a; Li
et al., 2020). AMDPs are the limiting case for DMDPs with
γ → 1 and this connection has been leveraged previously to
prove that Bellman equations are optimality conditions for
AMDPs, obtain value iteration methods for AMDPs (Puterman, 2014), and efficiently compute stationary distributions (Cohen et al., 2016). However, to the best of our
knowledge, quantitative application of this connection has
not been performed prior for a finite γ in studying the sample complexity of AMDPs given by a generative model. We
obtain our main theorems by bridging this gap and showing
how to transfer between AMDPS and DMDPs with bounded
losses in the value.
To obtain our upper bound, we prove a key fact relating
AMDPs and DMDPs given the same MDP tuple M :=
(S, A, P, r). In Lemma 2 we show that for any initial distribution q, the cumulative rewards as defined in (1) satisfy
π
|V π − (1 − γ)Vq,γ
| ≤ O((1 − γ)tmix ) . This fact follows
from carefully examining the matrix expressions of V π
π
for AMDP and (1 − γ)Vq,γ
for DMDP. It also utilizes the
algebraic implications of the mixing property of transition
matrices Pπ . In prior work, Cohen et al. (2016) used such algebraic techniques on mixing properties of directed graphs;
and Jin & Sidford (2020) used it on MDP analysis. With
that lemma, we show that a γ = 1 − Θ(/tmix )-discounted
MDP well approximates an AMDP in terms of their (approximately) optimal policy, without incurring an error larger
than order of . Also, we show that it suffices to solve
the corresponding DMDP to accuracy ε = /(1 − γ). By
plugging in the sample complexity of most recent DMDP
solvers (Li et al., 2020), we thus obtain a sample complexity
of




Atot
Atot
choice of ε e
e
O
==== O
(1 − γ)3 ε2
(1 − γ)2


Atot tmix
choice of γ
e
==== O
.
3
For our lower bound, we modify the hard DMDP instances
considered in (Azar et al., 2013). In these instances we add
to most state-action pairs a small probability of O(1/tmix )
to “restart” the Markov chain, leading to an AMDP with tmix
mixing bound under the modified transition probabilities.
In the class of hard instances, each state i1 ∈ X 1 transits
to a different state i2(i1 ,a1 ) when the agent takes a different
action a1 ∈ Ai1 := [K], and there is one action among
these that contributes to a larger cumulative reward than
all the rest. We show to find an -optimal policy for the
constructed AMDP, one needs to identify the correct actions
for at least a constant fraction of the states i1 ∈ X 1 , which
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each requires Ω(Ktmix /2 ) samples over all actions in Ai1 ,
giving the desired Ω(Atot tmix /2 ) sample lower bound.
1.4. Previous Work
The study of sample complexities for finding approximately
optimal policies for MDPs dates back to the proposal of generative models in 2000s (Kakade et al., 2003). Ever since,
the area has seen vast progress in terms of understanding
the hardness of solving different types of MDPs (Azar et al.,
2013) and in designing efficient algorithms with improved
sample complexities. Here we briefly survey advances in the
complexity of computing approximately optimal policies
for three typical types of MDPs given by a generative model
(see Table 1 for a summary of these relevant prior results in
each setup).2
DMDPs. Azar et al. (2013) and Feng et al. (2019) prove a
e tot /(1−γ)3 2 ) for γ-discounted MDPs.
lower bound of Ω(A
On the upper bound side, Azar et al. (2013) also obtain a Qvalue-iteration algorithm with a (sub-)optimal sample come tot /(1−γ)5 2 ) or O(A
e tot /(1−γ)3 2 )
plexity of eitherp
O(A
for  ∈ (0, 1/ (1 − γ)|S|). Later, a sequence of work
(Sidford et al., 2018b;a) provide a variance-reduced (Q)value iteration that has near-optimal sample complexity
e tot /(1 − γ)3 2 ) for  ∈ (0, 1). Their
and runtime of O(A
method incorporates variance reduction in estimating the
value iteration step, and performs a fine-grained analysis of
the error growth through the iterative process using a tight
variance bound of Markov decision processes. Similarly,
Wainwright (2019) shows that variance reduction can be
applied to Q-learning and obtain a method with competing sample complexity guarantees for the same range of
accuracy  ∈ (0, 1). From a more statistical and less algorithmic perspective, another work of Agarwal et al. (2020)
e tot /(1 − γ)3 2 ) samples suffice to build an
shows that O(A
empirical MDP such that the optimal policy of it yields a
near-optimal policy for the original MDP. Their work also
utilizes the fine-grained variance bound using Berstein inequality and extends the near-optimal
sample complexity
√
dependence to all  ∈ (0, 1/ 1 − γ). Recent work (Li et al.,
2020) fully settled the sample complexity for DMDPs for all
, i.e.  ∈ (0, 1/(1 − γ)), with a perturbed empirical MDP
construction. We leverage this result crucially to obtain our
results in Section 2.
Finite-horizon MDPs. For finite-horizon MDPs, cumulative reward is measured as the sum of the rewards obtained within first H steps for a given finite horizon H > 0.
To the best of our knowledge, the only near-optimal al2
Another typical setting (outside the scope of this work) for
studying these MDPs is to design efficient algorithms to minimize
the regret compared with the optimal policy (Kearns & Singh,
2002; Ortner & Auer, 2007; Ortner, 2020).

gorithm given for finite-horizon MDP is in Sidford et al.
(2018b). There, the authors show how to apply the nearoptimal variance-reduced value iteration method to MDPs
with finite horizon of length H. They formally prove an
e tot H 3 /2 ) in sample complexity, for
upper bound of O(A
 ∈ (0, 1). Through reduction to DMDP lower bounds, they
e tot H 3 /2 ).
also obtain a lower bound of Ω(A
AMDPs. Average-reward MDPs with bounded mixing
time are another fundamental class of MDPs (Kearns &
Singh, 2002; Ortner & Auer, 2007), though less studied
in terms of sample complexity. The first sample complexity bounds in the setting of a generative model is Wang
(2017b), which applies a primal-dual method for the minimax problem related to the linear programming formulation,
and proves an upper bound of O(τ 2 Atot t2mix /2 ) where τ
denotes an upper bound on the ergodicity of all stationary
distribution under arbitrary policies,
p i.e. there exists√some
distribution q ∈ ∆S satisfying 1/τ · q ≤ ν π ≤ τ · q
for all policies π and its induced stationary distribution ν π .
Recently, Jin & Sidford (2020) design a similar primaldual stochastic mirror descent and improve the bound
to O(Atot t2mix /2 ), removing the ergodicity assumption
through an improved analysis of the optimality conditions
of the minimax problem. In contrast to value iteration,
Q-learning, and sample-based methods for DMDPs, both
known efficient methods for AMDPs use a linear programming formulation, dynamic sampling, a stronger mixing
condition, and only compute randomized stationary policies.
On the hardness side, there is no known lower bound for
AMDPs with bounded mixing time.
1.5. Notation
We use unbold letters, e.g. V , to denote scalars, and bold letters, e.g. v and P, to denote vectors and matrices. We use ei
to denote the basis vector that is 1 on coordinate i, and 0 elsewhere. We use 1S to denote the all-ones vector in RS , and
omit the subscript when it is clear from context. We use k ·
k∞ to denote the `∞ -norm of vectors and `∞ -operator norm
of matrices, e.g. kvk∞ := maxP
s∈S |v(s)| and kPk∞ :=
maxkxk∞ =1 kPxk∞ = maxs∈S s0 ∈S |P(s, s0 )|.

2. Upper Bound
In this section, we prove the sample complexity upper bound
for obtaining an -optimal deterministic policy for mixing
AMDPs. We first provide Lemma 2 that relates the value
of AMDPs and DMDPs under the same policy. Then we
reduce solving AMDPs to DMDPs with the proper discount
factor (Lemma 3) and use the state-of-the-art DMDP solver
(restated in Lemma 4) to obtain our result.
Throughout the section, we consider some mixing AMDP,
and its corresponding DMDP with the same tuple
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Table 1. Upper and lower bounds on sample complexity to get -optimal policy for different type of MDPs. Here Atot denotes the
total size of all state-action pairs, γ is discount factor for DMDP, H-MDP corresponds to finite-horizon MDP with length H, tmix is
mixing time for mixing AMDP, and τ is an ergodicity parameter showing up whenever
the designed algorithm requires additional ergodic
p
√
condition for MDP, i.e. there exists some distribution q and τ > 0 satisfying 1/τ q ≤ ν π ≤ τ q, for any policy π and its induced
π
stationary distribution ν .

Type

Method

Sample Complexity

Accuracy

lower bound (Azar et al., 2013; Feng et al., 2019)

e tot (1 − γ)−3 −2 )
Ω(A

e Atot (1 − γ)−3 −2
O

N/A
p
 ∈ (0, 1/ (1 − γ)|S|)

Empirical QVI (Azar et al., 2013)
Primal-Dual Method (Wang, 2017a)
Variance-reduced QVI (Sidford et al., 2018a)
DMDP

Empirical MDP Sampler (Agarwal et al., 2020)
Primal-Dual SMD (Jin & Sidford, 2020)
Preturbed Empirical MDP Sampler (Li et al., 2020)
lower bound (Sidford et al., 2018a)

H-MDP

Variance-reduced QVI (Sidford et al., 2018a)
lower bound (Theorem 2)

AMDP

Primal-Dual Method (Wang, 2017b)
Primal-Dual SMD (Jin & Sidford, 2020)
Our method (Theorem 1)

(S, A, P, r) and some discount factor γ ∈ (0, 1) to be specified.
Characterization of value vectors. We introduce the
value vector vπ ∈ RS under a given policy π for all
states s ∈ S. To distinguish between the value vectors
of a DMDP and AMDP, we use vγπ for DMDPs and vπ
for AMDPs respectively. For the discounted case, we let
π
vγπ (s) = Vq=e
, i.e. the cumulative reward of the MDP
s ,γ
with initial distribution only on state s. We first give the following equations for computing value vectors vπ . These are
known results widely used in literature (see also Puterman
(2014); Wang (2017b); Jin & Sidford (2020)).
Given a tuple (S, A, P, r), for DMDP with discount factor
γ and a policy π, we have


X
1
π
t
π t π
π
vγ =
γ (P ) r and kvγ k∞ ∈ 0,
. (2)
1−γ

e Atot τ 4 (1 − γ)−4 −2
O

e Atot (1 − γ)−3 −2
O

e Atot (1 − γ)−3 −2
O

e Atot (1 − γ)−4 −2
O

e Atot (1 − γ)−3 −2
O

e Atot H 3 −2
Ω

e Atot H 3 −2
O

Ω Atot tmix −2

e τ 2 Atot t2mix −2
O

e Atot t2mix −2
O

e Atot tmix −3
O



 ∈ (0, 1)
p
 ∈ (0, 1/(1 − γ))
 ∈ (0, 1/(1 − γ))

 ∈ (0, 1/(1 − γ))
N/A
 ∈ (0, 1)
N/A
 ∈ (0, 1)

 ∈ (0, 1)

 ∈ (0, 1)

v̄π , one has
T
1X π t π
(P ) r = V π · 1
T →∞ T
t=0
"∞
#
X
π
π
t
π t π
and v̄γ = (1 − γ)vγ = (1 − γ)
γ (P ) r .

v̄π = vπ = lim

t=0

(4)
We first state a helper lemma for Pπ following from the fact
that it has mixing time bound tmix , quoted from Lemma 23
of Cohen et al. (2016).
Lemma 1 (see Lemma 14 of Jin & Sidford (2020), Lemma
23 of Cohen et al. (2016)). For any policy π with induced
probabilistic transition matrix Pπ of mixing time tmix and
stationary distribution ν π and any non-negative integer
k ≥ tmix ,
j

t≥0

Similarly, for AMDP and a policy π that induces stationary
distribution ν π , since the reward doesn’t depend on initial
distribution, we have

 ∈ (0, 1/(1 − γ))

k(Pπ )k − 1(ν π )> k∞

 
1
≤
2

k
tmix

k

.

(3)

Now we provide a lemma that bounds the `∞ -difference of
the two rescaled value vectors v̄π and v̄γπ under the given
policy π and discount factor γ.

To put the two value vectors on the same [0, 1] scale, we
introduce the following rescaled value vectors denoted by

Lemma 2. Given a same MDP tuple (S, A, P, r), a policy
π and some discount factor γ, rescaled value vectors v̄π for

π

π

π

π

v = hr , ν i1 and kv k∞ ∈ [0, 1] .
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AMDP and v̄γπ for DMDP as defined in (4) satisfy
π

kv̄ −

v̄γπ k∞

Consequently, one has that entrywise,

≤ 3(1 − γ)tmix .

(i)

Proof. Note that
π

kv̄ −

=(1 − γ)
≤(1 − γ)

X
t≥0

∞
X
t=0
∞
X
t=0


≥ v̄πa − 3 1 − 3 1,

γ t hrπ , ν π i1 − (1 − γ)

X

γ t (Pπ )t rπ
∞

t≥0



γ t (Pπ )t − 1(ν π )> rπ

∞

π

Now, kr k∞ ≤ 1 by assumption and for all t ≥ 0 we have
k(Pπ )t − 1(ν π )> k∞ ≤ k(Pπ )t k∞ + k1(ν π )> k∞ = 2 .
Further for all t ≥ tmix we have k(Pπ )t − 1(ν π )> k∞ ≤
2−bk/tmix c by Lemma 1. Combining yields the desired
bound of
kv̄π − v̄γπ k∞

tmix
−1
X
t=0

+ (1 − γ)
≤(1 − γ)

γ t k(Pπ )t − 1(ν π )> k∞

X
t≥tmix

tmix
−1
X
t=0

γ t k(Pπ )t − 1(ν π )> k∞
t

2γ + (1 − γ)

X
t≥tmix

where we use (i) Lemma 2 together with the choice of

γ = 1 − 9tmix
, (ii) equation (5), and (iii) the optimality of
πd for DMDP by definition.
Altogether we conclude that v̄π ≥ v̄πa − 1 and therefore
?
V π ≥ V π − , i.e. π is a -optimal policy for the given
AMDP.

γ t k(Pπ )t − 1(ν π )> k∞ · krπ k∞ .

≤(1 − γ)

(iii)

(i)

v̄γπ k∞

= (1 − γ)

(ii)

v̄π + 3 1 ≥ v̄γπ ≥ v̄γπd − 3 1 ≥ v̄γπa − 3 1

1
2bk/tmix c

≤3(1 − γ)tmix .

This lemma shows under the same policy, the values of
AMDP and its corresponding DMDP are close up to  when
choosing the discount factor γ = 1 − Θ(/tmix ). This
allows us to formally reduce solving AMDPs to solving
DMDPs with large enough discount factors in Lemma 3.
Lemma 3. Given an AMDP with mixing time bounded by

tmix , accuracy parameter  ∈ (0, 1), and an 3(1−γ)
-optimal

policy π for the corresponding DMDP with γ = 1 − 9tmix
,
π is also a -optimal policy for the original AMDP.
Proof. Consider a DMDP with the same transition matrix

and discount factor γ = 1 − 9tmix
, we have kv̄π − v̄γπ k∞ ≤
/3 by Lemma 2.
Now let πd and πa denote optimal policies for the DMDP
and AMDP respectively. By definition of π one has

kvγπ − vγπd k∞ ≤
⇐⇒ kv̄γπ − v̄γπd k∞ ≤ /3.
3(1 − γ)
(5)

With the reduction, we can apply recent DMDP solvers to
obtain an AMDP solver with the desired sample complexity.
In order to solve the corresponding γ-discounted MDP to
a desired accuracy, we use the following recent efficient
DMDP solver (Li et al., 2020).
Lemma 4 (Corollary of Theorem 1 of Li et al. (2020)).
There is an algorithm that, given a γ-discounted MDP, desired accuracy ε ≤ 1/(1−γ), failure probability 0 < δ  1,
outputs an ε-optimal policy with probability 1 − δ with a
number of oblivious samples bounded by


Atot
Atot
e
O
log
.
(1 − γ)3 ε2
(1 − γ)εδ
We remark that what we state is an immediate corollary of
Theorem 1 in Li et al. (2020) which works for non-uniform
action space per state as well by expanding the space. Now
we can apply this solver to find an /(1 − γ)-optimal policy
for γ-discounted MDP to obtain our main result.
Theorem 1. There exists an algorithm that, given a mixing AMDP with Atot state-action pairs and mixing time
bounded by tmix and accuracy parameter  ∈ (0, 1), finds
an -optimal deterministic policy with probability 1 − δ with
O(Atot log(Atot /δ)tmix /3 ) oblivious samples.
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 3, it suffices to solve the
corresponding DMDP to /3(1 − γ) accuracy with γ = 1 −
/9tmix . Using the solver in Lemma 4 with ε = /3(1 − γ),
it has sample complexity bounded by the following as stated.
!
Atot
Atot
O
log

(1 − γ)3 (/3(1 − γ))2
(1 − γ) 3(1−γ)
δ




Atot
Atot
Atot tmix
Atot
=O
log
=
O
log
,
(1 − γ)2
δ
3
δ
where we use the choice of γ for the last equality. This
proves the correctness of the method and yields the sample
complexity bound as claimed.

Towards Tight Bounds on the Sample Complexity of Average-reward MDPs
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1

a
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a1 = 1,
<latexit sha1_base64="Um42A9pde/Mtq4j81O8hjHRUI5w=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugkVwIUNm2trOolB047KCbYV2LJk0bUMzD5NMoQz9DjcuFHHrx7jzb0wfgooeuHA4517uvcePOZMKoQ8js7K6tr6R3TS3tnd293L7B00ZJYLQBol4JG59LClnIW0opji9jQXFgc9pyx9dzvzWmArJovBGTWLqBXgQsj4jWGnJw3d21T7rdExRRVY3l0eWU3Qd14bIKrilQsnRpOxUXHQObQvNkQdL1Lu5904vIklAQ0U4lrJto1h5KRaKEU6nZieRNMZkhAe0rWmIAyq9dH70FJ5opQf7kdAVKjhXv0+kOJByEvi6M8BqKH97M/Evr52ofsVLWRgnioZksaifcKgiOEsA9pigRPGJJpgIpm+FZIgFJkrnZOoQvj6F/5OmY9nIsq+L+drFMo4sOALH4BTYoAxq4ArUQQMQcA8ewBN4NsbGo/FivC5aM8Zy5hD8gPH2CZCukKs=</latexit>
sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit>
sha1_base64="Q+24ldfU//yamcLiYh+v0mp4OqE=">AAAB6XicbZBLSwMxFIXv+Kxj1erWTbAILmRI3OimILhxWcE+oB1LJs20oZnMmGQKZejvcONCEf+QO/+N6WOhrQcCH+ck3JsTZVIYi/G3t7G5tb2zW9rz98sHh0eV43LTpLlmvMFSmep2RA2XQvGGFVbydqY5TSLJW9Hobpa3xlwbkapHO8l4mNCBErFg1DorpE+kRi67XV/XcNCrVHGA50LrQJZQhaXqvcpXt5+yPOHKMkmN6RCc2bCg2gom+dTv5oZnlI3ogHccKppwExbzpafo3Dl9FKfaHWXR3P39oqCJMZMkcjcTaodmNZuZ/2Wd3MY3YSFUlluu2GJQnEtkUzRrAPWF5szKiQPKtHC7IjakmjLrevJdCWT1y+vQvAoIDsgDhhKcwhlcAIFruIV7qEMDGDzDC7zBuzf2Xr2PRV0b3rK3E/gj7/MH3PeO9g==</latexit>
sha1_base64="f5qbO0TtGvZm098gAn/OQdMjIYc=">AAAB6XicdZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVatbN8EiuJAhM7W2XRQENy4r2FbojCWTpm1o5mGSKZTS3+HGhSL+IXf+G9OHoKIHAodzEu7NFySCK43xh5VZW9/Y3Mpu53byu3v7hYN8S8WppKxJYxHLu4AoJnjEmpprwe4SyUgYCNYORlfzvj1mUvE4utWThPkhGUS8zynRJvLJvVN3zjwvJ+vY7haK2HbPa27NQdgu1cqlsmtMxa3W8AVybLxQEVZqdAvvXi+macgiTQVRquPgRPtTIjWngs1yXqpYQuiIDFjH2IiETPnTxdIzdGKSHurH0pxIo0X6/cWUhEpNwsDcDIkeqt/dPPyr66S6X/WnPEpSzSK6HNRPBdIxmhNAPS4Z1WJiDKGSm10RHRJJqDaccgbC10/R/6bl2g62nRsMWTiCYzgFBypwCdfQgCZQeIBHeIYXa2w9Wa9LXBlrxe0Qfsh6+wRVq49M</latexit>
sha1_base64="LKZ0xgijgAQ26nVx2D5c9YoR0Xw=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugkVwIUNmam27KBTduKxgH9COJZNm2tDMwyRTKEO/w40LRdz6Me78G9OHoKIHLhzOuZd77/FizqRC6MPIrKyurW9kN82t7Z3dvdz+QVNGiSC0QSIeibaHJeUspA3FFKftWFAceJy2vNHVzG+NqZAsCm/VJKZugAch8xnBSksuvrOr9lm3a4oqsnq5PLKc84pTsSGyCpVioehoUnLKFXQBbQvNkQdL1Hu5924/IklAQ0U4lrJjo1i5KRaKEU6nZjeRNMZkhAe0o2mIAyrddH70FJ5opQ/9SOgKFZyr3ydSHEg5CTzdGWA1lL+9mfiX10mUX3ZTFsaJoiFZLPITDlUEZwnAPhOUKD7RBBPB9K2QDLHAROmcTB3C16fwf9J0LBtZ9g3K1y6XcWTBETgGp8AGJVAD16AOGoCAe/AAnsCzMTYejRfjddGaMZYzh+AHjLdPj26Qpw==</latexit>

r =0
a1 = K,

r = 0.

N
<latexit sha1_base64="FsFohXQjc3OA/BBAi7JXP9TMCN0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRiydpwX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2d++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjft+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9X75qzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa6qUaE8rGdIhdSyWNUPvZ/NApObPKgISxsiUNmau/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy95M/M/rpia89jMuk9SgZItFYSqIicnsazLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMzaZkQ/CWX14lrYuq51a9xmWldpPHUYQTOIVz8OAKanAHdWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fppGM0g==</latexit>
<latexit

a

r = 0.

<latexit sha1_base64="RI+dapy3HyqSUNsxRvIiZdwGhzM=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4kCEzbW27KBTdCG4q2Ad0xpJJ0zY08zDJFMrQ73DjQhG3fow7/8b0IajogQuHc+7l3nu8iDOpEPowUiura+sb6c3M1vbO7l52/6Apw1gQ2iAhD0Xbw5JyFtCGYorTdiQo9j1OW97ocua3xlRIFga3ahJR18eDgPUZwUpLLr6zqtdnjpMRVWR2szlk2oWKXbEgMvOVYr5oa1KyyxV0Di0TzZEDS9S72XenF5LYp4EiHEvZsVCk3AQLxQin04wTSxphMsID2tE0wD6VbjI/egpPtNKD/VDoChScq98nEuxLOfE93eljNZS/vZn4l9eJVb/sJiyIYkUDsljUjzlUIZwlAHtMUKL4RBNMBNO3QjLEAhOlc8roEL4+hf+Tpm1ayLRuCrnaxTKONDgCx+AUWKAEauAK1EEDEHAPHsATeDbGxqPxYrwuWlPGcuYQ/IDx9gm45pDF</latexit>

···
<latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="l9eImvYcFOKpzEDji/n9jPDeWb8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip6Q3KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8Aep2MtQ==</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="JJqBSRIG/H3MTXOl2rbQhNCVAY0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GNzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2ile/Ho9csVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSiCtkkhrT9dwE/YxqFEzyaamXGp5QNqZD3rVU0YgbP5ufOiVnVhmQMNa2FJK5+nsio5ExkyiwnRHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfF8MrPhEpS5IotFoWpJBiT2d9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2nZEPwll9eJa2LqudWvbvLSv06j6MIJ3AK5+BBDepwCw1oAoMhPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH/NCjZA=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="caSFPgxeGRQaBq+eQzfJpQ7wYXM=">AAAB9HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsFhcSEhq0XYhFN24rGAf0IQymU7aoZNJnJkUSuh3uHGhiFs/xp1/46SNoKIHLpw5517m3uPHjEpl2x/G0vLK6tp6YcPc3Nre2S3u7bdllAhMWjhikej6SBJGOWkpqhjpxoKg0Gek44+vM78zIULSiN+paUy8EA05DShGSkseKsNT1zXFZRnaVr9Ysq3zeuXMqemXPUdGnGq9XoVOrpRAjma/+O4OIpyEhCvMkJQ9x46VlyKhKGZkZrqJJDHCYzQkPU05Con00vnSM3islQEMIqGLKzhXv0+kKJRyGvq6M0RqJH97mfiX10tUUPNSyuNEEY4XHwUJgyqCWQJwQAXBik01QVhQvSvEIyQQVjonU4fwdSn8n7QrlmNbzm211LjK4yiAQ3AEToADLkAD3IAmaAEM7sEDeALPxsR4NF6M10XrkpHPHIAfMN4+Abc9kBw=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="2SoazHv3VpLgO3naP+iQHyFvhrQ=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeix68VjBfkAby2Y7aZfubsLuRiihf8GLB0W8+oe8+W9M2hy09cHA470ZZuYFseDGuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg5bJko0wyaLRKQ7ATUouMKm5VZgJ9ZIZSCwHYxvc7/9hNrwSD3YSYy+pEPFQ86ozSX+eFHuV6puzZ2BLBOvIFUo0OhXvnqDiCUSlWWCGtP13Nj6KdWWM4HTci8xGFM2pkPsZlRRicZPZ7dOyWmmDEgY6ayUJTP190RKpTETGWSdktqRWfRy8T+vm9jw2k+5ihOLis0XhYkgNiL542TANTIrJhmhTPPsVsJGVFNms3jyELzFl5dJ67zmuTXv/rJavyniKMExnMAZeHAFdbiDBjSBwQie4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7x1xSlmjuAPnM8fK2ONpg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NrnJFnQip0mnCQuMQd53f76pYSs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi+ClBfsBbSib7aRdu9mE3Y1QQn+BFw+KePUnefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvp357SdUmsfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNe775Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Pvlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbfnmVtC6qnlv1GpeV2k0eRxFO4BTOwYMrqMEd1KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AKIFjM8=</latexit>
<latexit

a,

<latexit sha1_base64="mpr0eF+yrRW4AZX8EOMrLLMEuaE=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GddX1KOXwWDwIMtuDJochKAXjxHMA7JLmJ3MJkNmH87MBkLId3jxoIhXP8abf+NsEkFFCxqKqm66u/yEM6ls+8NYWl5ZXVvPbZibW9s7u/m9/aaMU0Fog8Q8Fm0fS8pZRBuKKU7biaA49Dlt+cPrzG+NqJAsju7UOKFeiPsRCxjBSkseLqJT1zXFZRE5VjdfsK3zaunMqSDbsmfIiFOuVsvanysFWKDezb+7vZikIY0U4VjKjmMnyptgoRjhdGq6qaQJJkPcpx1NIxxS6U1mR0/RsVZ6KIiFrkihmfp9YoJDKcehrztDrAbyt5eJf3mdVAUVb8KiJFU0IvNFQcqRilGWAOoxQYniY00wEUzfisgAC0yUzsnUIXx9iv4nzZLl2JZzWy7UrhZx5OAQjuAEHLiAGtxAHRpA4B4e4AmejZHxaLwYr/PWJWMxcwA/YL
sha1_base64="mpr0eF+yrRW4AZX8EOMrLLMEuaE=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GddX1KOXwWDwIMtuDJochKAXjxHMA7JLmJ3MJkNmH87MBkLId3jxoIhXP8abf+NsEkFFCxqKqm66u/yEM6ls+8NYWl5ZXVvPbZibW9s7u/m9/aaMU0Fog8Q8Fm0fS8pZRBuKKU7biaA49Dlt+cPrzG+NqJAsju7UOKFeiPsRCxjBSkseLqJT1zXFZRE5VjdfsK3zaunMqSDbsmfIiFOuVsvanysFWKDezb+7vZikIY0U4VjKjmMnyptgoRjhdGq6qaQJJkPcpx1NIxxS6U1mR0/RsVZ6KIiFrkihmfp9YoJDKcehrztDrAbyt5eJf3mdVAUVb8KiJFU0IvNFQcqRilGWAOoxQYniY00wEUzfisgAC0yUzsnUIXx9iv4nzZLl2JZzWy7UrhZx5OAQjuAEHLiAGtxAHRpA4B4e4AmejZHxaLwYr/PWJWMxcwA/YLx9ArjCkB0=</latexit>

i3

K

<latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="l9eImvYcFOKpzEDji/n9jPDeWb8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip6Q3KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8Aep2MtQ==</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="T70UhfOmH/g7rk91fQl7Wr8ESHo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiF48V7Qe0sWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0zx9r/XLFrbpzkFXi5aQCORr98ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeOVnXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgLb+8Slq1qudWvbuLSv06j6MIJ3AK5+DBJdThFhrQBAZDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifP/TGjZE=</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="l9eImvYcFOKpzEDji/n9jPDeWb8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip6Q3KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8Aep2MtQ==</latexit>
<latexit

···
<latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit>

K
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F gu e 1 AMDP ower bound hard ns ance us ra on N s a es n X 1 (correspond ng o firs eve ) K ac on per s a e i1 ∈ X 1
A o = O(N K) o a s a e ac on pa s γ ∈ (0 1) p 1 a1 ∈ 0 1 o a i1 ∈ X 1 a1 ∈ K a e unab e pa ame e s

Remark 1 (Near y- gh  reg me ) Tha L e a (2020)
ach eves near-op ma samp e comp ex y or so v ng
DMDPs or a ε ∈ (0 1/(1 − γ)) as opposed o he more
res r c ed √
range o ε ∈ (0 1) n S d ord e a (2018a) and
ε ∈ (0 1/ 1 − γ) n Agarwa e a (2020) s key or Theorem 1 Th s s due o he ac ha we need o so ve he
correspond ng DMDP o an accuracy o ε = /(1 − γ)
wh ch s on he order o 1/(1 − γ) or cons an accuracy parame er  ∈ (0 1) √
The  reg me where we can app y pr or
resu s e ε ≤ 1/ 1 − γ corresponds n AMDPs n he
reg me where our me hod’s samp e comp ex y s no be er
e tot t2 /2 ) ach eved by pr or work (J n &
han ha o O(A
mx
S d ord 2020)

3 Lower Bound
In h s sec on we show a ower bound of Ω(Atot tm x /2 )
ob v ous samp es for find ng an -op ma po cy for an
AMDP w h m x ng me tm x Th s c oses he gap (up o
ogar hm c and po y- erms) for find ng an approx ma e yop ma po cy for an AMDP g ven ob v ous samp es and
shows ha he me hod we propose n Theorem 1 w h samp e
e tot tm x /3 ) s near op ma for cons an 
comp ex y O(A
We defer some proofs n h s sec on o Append x A
To ob a n h s resu we prov de a fam y of AMDP ns ances ha we prove are d fficu o so ve Our cons ruc-

on s s m ar o ha g ven n Azar e a (2013) Feng
e a (2019) for ower bound ng he samp e comp ex y
of DMDPs Forma y we cons der he s a e space o be
S = X 1 ∪ X 2 ∪ X 3 deno ng hree d s o n subse s of
s a es on d fferen eve s (see F gure 1) We deno e he
ac on space as As = K for a s = i1 ∈ X 1 and
As = {s ng e fixed ac on} for a s ∈ X 2 ∪ X 3

Le X 1 have N ndependen s a es each w h K ndependen ac ons We assume for s a e i1 ∈ X1 when ak ng
ac on a1 an agen ge s o some s a e a second eve deno ed as i2( 1 a1 ) ∈ X 2 A s a e i2( 1 a1 ) ∈ X 2 he agen
can on y ake one s ng e ac on af er wh ch w h probab y
1 − γ goes un form y random o a s a e a he firs eve n
X 1 w h probab y p( 1 a1 ) γ goes back o s own s a e
and w h probab y (1 − p( 1 a1 ) )γ ge s o some s a e on
he h rd eve deno ed as i3( 1 a1 ) ∈ X 3 A i3( 1 a1 ) ∈ X 3
he agen can ake a s ng e ac on af er wh ch w h probab y 1 − γ goes un form y random y o a s a e a firs eve
n X 1 wh e w h probab y γ s ays a he or g na s a e
i3( 1 a1 ) ∈ X 3 A reward 1 s genera ed when he agen ransfers from a s a e n X 2 o se f and a o her ransm ss ons
genera e 0 reward See F gure 1 for an us ra on
We cons ruc he ns ances such ha for each s a e-ac on
pa r (i1 a1 ) a cha n of eng h-2 composed of s a es i2( 1 a1 )
i3( 1 a1 ) fo ows The probab y (1−γ) o go back un form y
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to a state i1 ∈ X 1 from each chain allows the entire Markov
chain to “restart” from i1 uniformly, and ensures a O(1/(1−
γ)) mixing time bound, as we show in Section 3.1. When
in a single chain, only the transition probability p(i1 ,a1 ) of
transiting from i2(i1 ,a1 ) to itself effects the average-reward.

Sketch of Proof We first consider a regularized probability transition matrix in form

To create our family of hard AMDP intances, we consider all
instances such that for each i1 ∈ X̂ 1 , one of the following
two cases occurs:

for some probability transition matrix P and some density
vector p.

• Case (i): there is one action k ∈ [K] that leads to
transition probability γp0 , and all other actions with
probability γp; in this case the optimal action is k.
• Case (ii): there is one action a1? that leads to transition
probability γp? , one action k ∈ [K] leading to probability γp0 , and all others leading to probability p; in
this case the optimal action is a1? .
In Section 3.2 we argue one needs to find the best action for
at least a constant fraction of the states i1 ∈ X 1 to obtain
an O()-optimal policy and we show this requires at least
Ω(N Ktmix −2 ) oblivious samples for properly chosen p,
p0 , and p? .
3.1. Stationary Distribution and Mixing Time
First, we characterize the stationary distribution under a policy π; this is useful for bounding suboptimality for policies
in Section 3.2.
Lemma 5 (Stationary Distribution Characterization). Consider a policy that chooses always a fixed a1 for each state
in X 1 . The stationary distribution ν is in the following
form:

1 1−γ
ν i1 =
·
, ∀i1 ∈ X 1 ;
N 2−γ


1
1−γ
ν i2(i1 ,a1 ) =
·
, if πi1 (a1 ) = 1,
N (1 − γp(i1 ,a1 ) )(2 − γ)


ν i2(i1 ,a1 ) = 0, ∀a1 ∈ A, πi1 (a1 ) = 0;


γ(1 − p(i1 ,a1 ) )
1
ν i3(i1 ,a1 ) =
·
, if πi1 (a1 ) = 1,
N (1 − γp(i1 ,a1 ) )(2 − γ)


ν i3(i1 ,a1 ) = 0, ∀a1 ∈ A, πi1 (a1 ) = 0.
The proof of Lemma 5 follows by checking the definition
of stationary distribution given the transition probabilities
of the model; we defer it to Appendix A.
Next, we show that the mixing time of such a Markov chain
under any policy π is O(1/(1 − γ)) formally; we defer the
complete proof to Appendix A.
Lemma 6. The AMDP constructed in this section has mixing time tmix ≤ O(1/(1 − γ)).

P̂ = γP + (1 − γ)1p> ,

(6)

Such a probability transition matrix induces a Markov chain
where each step moves according to P with probability γ,
and restart from a random state following a fixed distribution
p with probability 1−γ. After Õ(1/(1−γ)) steps the initial
distribution doesn’t affect where one is at because with high
probability it has restarted following a fixed distribution
for at least once. That the distribution isn’t affected by the
initial distribution ensures that the Markov chain is mixing.
Unfortunately, we cannot immediately apply this result as
in our Markov chain one will only restart with certain probability when at a state in X 2 ∪ X 3 (as opposed to all states).
Instead we show the 2-step probability transition matrix
admits the structure of a regularized probability transition,
i.e. (6). Thus we apply the result to the 2-step transition
matrix to argue that it mixes within O(1/(1 − γ)) steps,
which we show implies that the original Markov chain mixes
within time steps O(1/(1 − γ)), proving the statement as
claimed.

3.2. Lower Bound Proofs
Here we show a lower bound on the sample complexity for
obtaining an -optimal policy. Without loss of generality in
this section we assume N, K are at least some sufficiently
large constants,  ≤ 1/32, and γ ≥ 1/2.
We consider the family of AMDPs M where for each MDP
instance and any fixed i1 ∈ X̂ 1 either case (i) or case (ii)
will happen, i.e.
let p = γ, p0 = γ + (1 − γ), p? = γ + 2(1 − γ),
(
p0 for some k ∈ [K],
case (i) : p(i1 ,a1 ) =
p
for any a1 6= k;
(7)

?
1

p
for
some
a
∈
[K],
?

case (ii) : p(i1 ,a1 ) = p0 for some k 6= a1? ,


p
for any a1 ∈
/ {a1? , k}.
Following the characterization of stationary policy in
Lemma 5, for one state i1 ∈ X 1 the difference of rewards
when choosing a suboptimal action that leads to the transition γp2 of staying at its own state in i2(i1 ,a1 ) instead of
an optimal action that leads to the transition γp1 , with the
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policy for all other states keeping the same will be
1
(1 − γ)p1 γ
1
(1 − γ)p2 γ
·
−
·
N (1 − γp1 )(2 − γ) N (1 − γp2 )(2 − γ)
1 1 − γ p1 (1 − γp2 ) − p2 (1 − γp1 )
=
·
N 2−γ
(1 − γp1 )(1 − γp2 )
1 1−γ
p1 − p2
2
=
·
≥ ,
N 2 − γ (1 − γp1 )(1 − γp2 )
N

(8)

where in the last inequality we use the choice of p1 , p2 ∈
{p, p0 , p? }, p1 > p2 , and the fact that  ≤ 1/32 ≤
1
1
4(1+γ)2 (2−γ) . Consequently, in order to obtain an 12 approximate deterministic policy, one must choose the optimal action, i.e. π(i) = k for case (i) and π(i) = a1? for
23
case (ii) for a subset of i ∈ I ∈ [N ] satisfying |I| ≥ 24
N.
Now the key argument follows from an informationtheoretical lower bound for distinguishing between two
binary variables with mean γp and γp? , formally given
as follows.
Lemma 7. Given a random variable X drawn uniformly
randomly from the family {bin(γp), bin(γp? )} where p, p?
are as defined in (7). When taking fewer than T = Ω(1/(1−
γ)2 ) samples of X, any procedure with probability 1/4 will
make a wrong prediction on which binary random variable
X is.
As an immediate corollary, one can show that for any algorithm K taking fewer than T samples on a1? on any randomly
permuted set of actions of a state i1 , it must fail to distinguish between case (i) and case (ii) in (7) with probability
1/4.
Now given any algorithm that takes fewer than Θ(N T K)
deterministic 3 oblivious samples, we show the algorithm
will not collect enough samples for a constant fraction of
actions a1 ∈ Ai1 of a constant fraction of states i1 ∈ X 1 .
Thus, one can consider an adversarial instance in the family
M that hides the best action uniformly randomly among
the actions with insufficient samples. With constant probability the algorithm will output a suboptimal action for
such Θ(N ) states and output a suboptimal policy π satisfying V π ≤ V ? − Θ() for some instance as we pick
adversarially. By adjusting constants and combing with
Lemma 6, this implies any algorithm will need at least
Ω(N KT ) = Ω(Atot tmix −2 ) deterministic oblivious samples to find an -optimal policy for all instances in the family.
Finally, we note that our lower bound statement is applicable
to any algorithms yielding deterministic policy and using
deterministic oblivious sampling, which already matches
our upper bound results in Section 2 nearly tightly. We
present our lower bound under this setting in our main paper
3
Here deterministic means the algorithm takes fixed number of
samples per state-action pair, regardless of the instance.

for clarity and simplicity. However, we believe one can
extend the result to algorithms with randomized policies
and using dynamic samples; we think these are interesting
future directions to further strengthen the lower bound and
discuss them in more detail in Appendix B.

4. Discussion
In this paper, we have shown an Ω(Atot tmix −2 ) sample
complexity lower bound for AMDPs with mixing time
bound tmix , and a matching upper bound (up to logarithmic and poly(1/) factors) obtained through reduction to
DMDPs . Our work suggest a few open directions which
we believe would help clarify the structure of AMDPs and
its connection with DMDPs:
Obtaining tight upper bound of sample complexity and runtime. While the authors suspect that an
e tot tmix −2 ) upper bound on the required sample comO(A
plexity may be attainable, it seems to require new ideas in
leveraging the mixing structure of AMDP more directly,
instead of reducing it to DMDPs. Further, it would be interesting to obtain algorithms with efficient running times
as has been shown for DMDPs (Sidford et al., 2018a) in
certain -regimes.
Relaxing the mixing bound assumption. In certain
cases, assuming global mixing time bound for all policies,
even for all deterministic stationary policies (as we do in the
paper), can be restrictive. We ask if it is possible to obtain
sample complexity dependence in terms of the mixing time
of the optimal policy, or in terms of some alternative parameters like diameter (Jaksch et al., 2010), or bias span (Bartlett
& Tewari, 2012; Fruit et al., 2018) that can be smaller than
tmix for certain types of AMDPs.
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